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Dear Residents,

Changes are everywhere as we assemble the May Editions of
our community magazines and as each of us creates our new
normal your team here is doing exactly the same.
A plan that has been in the works for nearly a year officially
takes place with this issue.
I am very excited to have the opportunity to join and to lead
the publication team for all four of our community magazines:
Grand Blanc Living, Fenton Neighbors, Davison Sports and
Flushing Sports.
I live in Davison and have been a member of the business
community for over 25 years, it’s not important how many more!
I grew up in Fenton and graduated from Fenton High School
playing three Varsity Sports, Softball, Tennis and Volleyball. I
then returned to Fenton to Coach Varsity Tennis for 10 years.
My children are adults now and Brian Birchmeier has been
after me for a few years now to join his team as his magazines
literally have grown 400% in the last four years. He will maintain
much of the inside administrative tasks and while we’ll let him
out from time to time to participate in the community events
that he truly loves, I’ll primarily be the face in the community
that you’ll see.
My vision is to continue to develop your magazines to reflect
the positive, fun and truly amazing things that happen every day
right here. We will continue to value your participation to be
able to identify the people that are doing extraordinary things.
We want to shine a light on all of the people that make this
community special. The Teacher of the Month, The Student of
the Month, The Athlete of the Month, The Hometown Hero,
the everyday people that create the lifestyle that is, well, us.
Feel free to reach out to me with
anything that you’d like to have us
look into. People or businesses that
you feel deserve to have their special
talents honored. You may reach me at
kmcclimans@bestversionmedia.com
– I’m looking forward to meeting you.

Kim McClimans, Publisher

A L I G H T H O U S E C O M PA N Y

www.lighthousegroup.net

ph 810.694.2050 1537 East Hill Road | Grand Blanc, Michigan

www.lakeagency.com
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The Barnett Family
By Rick Barnett | Photos by Barnett Family

Leah and I met on Match.com in 2002. That was back in the day when
Match.com was the only dating sight and wasn’t as popular or “main
stream” as it is today. Just to give you an idea of how long ago that was…
we signed up through AOL.
Anyway, I saw her on Match and wrote to her but after 2 weeks she
had not responded so I just assumed she was not interested. Thereafter, I
went to Mexico for a vacation and during that time she responded to me.
As luck would have it, I was away and did not answer her. Consequently,
she thought I was not interested. When I returned from Mexico, I saw her
response and asked to dinner. That was May 26th, 2002, four months
(to the day) later (September 26th, 2002) we were married in Jamaica.
I Attended Central Michigan University for four years (1982 – 1986)
and while there, studied Health Care Administration and Finance; at
that time, I was interested in being a Hospital Administrator. I did my
internship at McLaren Hospital the summer of 1986. The next year I
spent the year in Aspen, Co and upon my return went down to the IMA
Arena Trade Show (Currently DFCU Arena) and met the folks from Dale
Carnegie who had a booth for their training programs. As a result of my
meeting and further conversations with them, they ended up offering me
the opportunity to work for them in 1987. It was during that time that
I met a friend, through Carnegie, that was in financial services and after
seeing what he was doing I became interested. Those curiosities ultimately
lead me into the industry in 1990.
When we met, Leah was a surgical nurse in Labor and Delivery at
Hurley Medical Center. After getting married we decided to have kids,
so she retired in 2003 and has been taking care of all of us ever since. If
you understand what a Proverbs 31 wife is, she defines it. She is selfless
when it comes to her family and friends and fiercely competitive about her
Faith. She has amazingly furthered her education in life getting a degree
in Commercial Art, Certified Massage Therapist, and although not licensed
is one of the best barbers out there. Did I say she has cut the families hair
and has since we were married? One additional skill she has learned along
the way is interior decorating, she is amazing. If you ever come to our
home or my office you will see her work.

I am very passionate about our Family, Faith and Community. I currently
serve as Chairman of the Grand Blanc Chamber of Commerce Board of
Directors. Additionally, me and my company sponsors Toy for Tots, Children’s
Miracle Network, Coached Little League, North End Soup Kitchen, Michigan
Association of Christian Schools, Leukemia & Lymphoma Society, Hurley
Foundation, Carriage Town Ministries, United Way, Foster Hope, Hurley
Pediatric Clinic, Lions Clubs, Camp Cobeac, Paws for a Cause, American
Cancer Society and many more.
Our son Parker was an extraordinary High School Baseball Player. He
played travel ball with the Grand Blanc Cats for several years. His career
as a Pitcher includes 4 state championships and he played college baseball
at Judson University outside Chicago area having earned an Academic and
Sports Scholarship there. Parker graduated College in 2018 and now works
for Barnett Financial and Tax.
Our daughter Gabby is our High School Basketball and Volleyball Standout.
She played College Basketball for Spring Arbor University where she earned
both Academic and Sports Scholarships. She is graduating in May and has
been accepted into the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor’s, program to
work toward her master’s degree where she will start in September.
Our son Harrison is 15 years old and already 6’ 4” Tall. Harrison plays
Basketball and is part of an AAU team, once life gets back to normal. He
has taken Piano through the Flint Institute of Music for 6 years.
Our son Broderick is 13 Years old. He has played multiple sports including
baseball, soccer and racquetball. He also likes to bowl and golf. Broderick
also has taken Piano through the Flint Institute of Music for 6 years.
We have so many funny stories and our house is full of people being
funny and having fun. One funny story (at least to us) occurred several years
ago at one of Broderick’s AYSO soccer games. Our whole family, including
my parents, were in attendance.
For fun I was trying to flick a shelled pistachio at my son Parker and in
the course of it I missed him, and it hit my dad in the forehead. Well he
thought he had been shot and was waving his ball cap and feeling his head
for blood and yelling like I had really shot him. It was hilarious and we all
still laugh about it to this day.
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I guess our motto is to always do your best and treat everyone
with kindness and respect. We have always made our kids call
adults by Mr. or Mrs. and then their last name… No first names.
Formalities are important and they indicate respect.
Most summers we take the family, which includes kids and parents,
on vacation.
That usually means renting a house up north on a lake that
we can just be together, relax, swim, play cards and just enjoy
each other’s’ company. However, two summers ago we went to
Puerto, Plata in the Dominican Republic. Both older kids brought
their boyfriend/girlfriend to whom they are each engaged to now.
Parker is getting married in July in Colorado and Gabby is getting
married in November in Millington, MI.
Being a part of the Grand Blanc community for the last 25 years
has been amazing. We are very blessed to have so many good friends
who are a special part of our life.
I want to give a shout out to the staff that puts this excellent
magazine together and the businesses that are featured and support
the continued publication and distribution of it. I personally know
many of the business owners featured in Grand Blanc Living and
would recommend them as well. They are professionals and you
can trust that they do great work.
One of people in the neighborhood that I have gotten to know
is our Grand Blanc Township Supervisor, Scott Bennett. He works
tirelessly to promote and improve our great Town. If you get a
chance to meet him and/or already know him, you will see what I
mean. He is passionate and caring about our community and I ask
you for his ongoing support.

Swim

with the

BIG
Fish

Contact the Publisher
of this magazine for
more information.
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UPPER BODY WORKOUT

BY ERICKA JONES

for Seniors

As we age, our bodies slow down. While
we can’t stop this natural progression of
our muscles, we can help them maintain
their strength. Strong arms and abs help
with everyday activities like cooking and
cleaning. Healthy legs and a stable back
can prevent falls.
Using light weights keeps bone density
up, making it more difficult to break any
bones. If you’re looking to add a bit of
weight exercises to your routine, try some
of these gentle moves. Remember: you
know your body best, so use good judgement
when trying new movements (especially
with weights). And of course, if you’re
unsure, check with your doctor first.
Before exercising, always warm up! To
loosen up your muscles, try walking or
lightly jogging in place for a few minutes.
Another great warmup activity is jabbing
the air, alternating left and right arms. Slow squats and knee lifts can
also be effective.
For the actual lifting exercises, you can stand or sit in a chair. Use a
set of light dumbbells (if you’re able).

3. Bicep Curls
Hold the dumbbells at your side. Curl the arms up, bringing the
weights to your chest. Then, lower the weights back down, remembering
to control your speed.

4. Arm Raises

1. Overhead Press
Hold your arms out to your sides, bent at 90 degrees with your
elbows at shoulder height. Slowly straighten your arms, bringing the
weights above your head. As you bring the weights down, don’t just let
them drop. Control your speed.

Hold the dumbbells in front of you. Slowly lift your arms to shoulder
height, keeping your arms straight. Again, control the weight on the
way down.

2. Overhead Tricep Extensions

Hold the dumbbells at your side, dragging them up your body until
they reach chest height, keeping your elbows wide. Slowly drag them
back down.
Once you finish working out, be sure to stretch again. This keeps
muscles limber and prevents injury. To stretch out your arms do some
shoulder rolls and tricep pulls. Reach over your head to elongate the
spine and release the tension in your upper back. Stay strong!

Hold one dumbbell over your head with both hands. Bend at the
elbows, slowly lowering the weight behind your head until your arms
reach 90 degrees. Bring the weight back up over your head, keeping
your elbows in (close to your ears).

5. Upright Rows

8480 N Dort Hwy Mt • Morris MI 48458 • 810-670-3877
Trust Superior Furs & Leather for quality and price.
Come see us for all your Fur, Leather and Suede needs.
Store Hours: Monday-Friday 10am-6pm Saturday 10am-5pm
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It's Always
Powerlifting
Season
By Coach B
Actually it is always Powerlifting Season.
Powerlifting began to become a formalized event in the mid 70’s as it
began to become distinct from Olympic Weightlifting and Body Building.
Locally the ‘godfather of Powerlifting’ is Russell Husted.
Russ is a long time Grand Blanc Resident who retired from teaching at
Mount Morris a few years ago, where he accumulated an amazing record
for his teams and where he taught numerous coaches exactly what perfect
form and strength looked like and how to teach athletes to produce that
elusive specter. After he retired he continued to coach Powerlifting at
Powers Catholic and continued to accumulate a tremendous number of
All State athletes and team championships. His influence in the state of
Michigan in Powerlifting simply cannot be overstated.
Wanting to enjoy life a little bit from Under the bar, Russ retired and
eventually published five books on teaching and competing in Powerlifting
under the Umbrella: The Way To Win. Go to Amazon.com or Kindle.com
and search for Russell Husted, you’ll find all of his titles there.
“I wanted to develop a program for teachers that included the entire
curriculum from how to set up a weight room to how to get the students
in and out in the time allotted for class with a complete workout and the
next workout planned”.
His program has been the foundation for nearly every successful
Powerlifting program at the High School Level over the last 50 years. He
was my mentor as an athlete and as a coach and he was my son's coach
and mentor as well.
“Powerlifting is the fountain of youth” Russ proudly states, however,
when you ask him his age the only answer you’ll get is “Older than Dirt”.
Unlike many guru’s in any field Russ has walked the walk. He is the first
man in Michigan to bench press 500 pounds drug free and without any
assistive gear.
Powerlifting is a three lift sport consisting of the Squat, Bench Press and
Deadlift. Athletes are divided by weight classes and genders and once they
are over the age of 40, may compete at the Master’s level.

Emily lifting 303 lbs in the squat

Stay Home, Stay Safe! Don’t Ignore your Therapy!
NOW OFFERING

ONLINE THER APY
www.maxwelltherapy.com
(810) 230-9750
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Emily lifting 303 lbs in the deadlift

Locally the high school teams primarily lift
in the MHSPLA – Michigan High School
Powerlifting Association. This is a Non MHSAA
federation that runs huge tournaments,
often with over 400 athletes in a single
building competing. It is remarkable.
It’s not just lifting the weight, its moving
the weight perfectly and within the rules.
The Squat rules, for instance, require the
athlete to remove the weight from the rack,
step out of the rack to avoid contact with
the rack and to stabilize. The Head Judge
then gives the command to ‘Squat’, from
that point the athlete cannot move their feet
or conduct any motion other than lowering
themselves to the point where the crease of
their hip is below the top of their knee and
then returning to a stabilized position with
knees locked out. Once complete the Head Judge will call out “Rack” and the athlete may return
the bar to the rack.
Any variation of the commands results in a No Lift, regardless of how easily the athlete moved
the weight.
The Bench Press has similar rules. The athlete may have assistance taking the weight out of
the rack but must hold the weight stationary until the Head Judge says: “Start”. The weight may
then be lowered to the point that it touches the chest but must remain stationary until the Head
Judge says: “Press”. From the Press command the athlete must press the weight up with no up/
down motion until elbows are locked out and again, the weight is stationary. At that point the
Head Judge provides the “Rack” command and the weight is returned to the rack.
The Deadlift is, perhaps, the simplest lift in terms of rules. Literally ‘Grip it and Rip it’. The
deadlift engages more muscle groups than any other lift and it can be done with a variety of
forms depending on the athlete’s build. The weight is positioned on the floor and there is only one
command: “Down” once the athlete has lifted the weight to a locked out position and is stable.
For each of the lifts there are three judges and each can provide a good lift / bad lift indication
– typically white lights or red lights. It takes two white lights for a lift to be considered successful.
Internationally the Powerlifting world is lead by the International Powerlifting Federation
(IPF). They are associated with the International Olympic
Committee and will be the federation of record if Powerlifting
ever becomes an Olympic sport. In the United States USA
Emily behind Coach B
Powerlifting (USAPL) is the affiliate with the IPF although
many other federations exist. USA Powerlifting takes great
pride in conducting more tests for performance enhancing
drugs each year than does the IOC.
Tournaments may be found throughout the area year round
and the Mid Michigan area boasts a large number of National
and World Champions. You’ll find athletes from their early
teens to their late 80’s competing because, as Coach Husted
Said: Powerlifting is the “Fountain of Youth”.
Coach B coached teams placed in the top 5 at their National
Tournaments seven consecutive years. He personally won 4
National Championships, at one time held 2 American records
and won one World Silver Medal and one World Championship
Gold Medal.

Wren Photo Portrait Studio
810-397-8514 | 5357 Fenton Rd. Flint 48507

Family Lifestyle Portrait Session
In Home
Portrait Session

Contact the Publisher of this
magazine for more information.

GRAND BLANC'S PREMIER
IRRIGATION COMPANY
Call the owner:
ADAM HOFFMAN, directly
810.533.2530

CENTER ROAD EYE INSTITUTE
Dr. Timothy McNally, D.O.

Include
sa
FREE 6
x8
Full Co
lo
Photo A r
lbum
In Home
Consultation

Advertise with BVM and keep
extra creativity on hand.

Viewing
Session

Affiliated with Ascension Genesys,
McLaren & Chief of Ophthalmology
at Hurley Medical Center

Your eyes deserve the very best!
“Honesty - Integrity - Excellence in eye care”
3364 CENTER ROAD, BURTON • www.centerroadeye.com
info@centerroadeye.com • 810-743-3937
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THOUGHTS FROM A PROBLEM SOLVER
By Nan Ruth Chardoul, Personal
Property Appraiser
Every appraisal report, whether for land and
property, paintings, cars, jewelry, horses and on
and on, is a transmission of Opinion of value.
Notice that word: Opinion. It means that the
appraiser has looked at your property, considered
its condition (and a number of other things) then
done the research, in person and/or on line.
The material is analyzed and presented
on paper or electronically giving you these
Sales Comparisons.
Sales Comparisons involve:
• How well compared item(s) match with
your property
• What their "SOLD" - not the asking price for
which they were offered- price is
• How well it fits with your Intended Use

The reason why you wanted an appraisal, your
intended use enters into the value of the item, as
does the actual use of the person selling the item.
Each of these items contributes to the appraisers
Opinion Of Value.
Every Appraisal is a argument of sorts. It
presents a claim or opinion of value and then sets
out to find information concerning items similar
to yours which have sold within a reasonable
time period.
Of course items that sell all the time and in
great quantity like autos are far easier to place
commonly agreed upon values and far less easy
when your item is a one of a kind fine art piece.

10 Grand Blanc Living

An Opinion of Value is formed using exactly
this method and to settle the "argument" in
such a way as to solve your "Problem".

• The Problem could be in the form on an
•
•
•
•

opportunity or necessity to sell or buy.
The Problem could be a division of property
due to personal or business issues.
The Problem could be estate valuations.
The ‘Problem’ may be in the form of an
insurability question and agreeing with the
underwriter’s value – please note that this is
a very important question to have answered
before the reason for a claim is filed.
The problem could anything that prompts you
to learn an Opinion of Value of a given item.

A NOTE FROM THE
PUBLISHER:

Next Month we’ve asked Nan
Ruth to dive into exactly how
and when to contact a personal
property appraiser and some of the
questions to ask when you do, as
well as issues with insurance claims
and adjusters.
If you have questions that you’d
like to ask Nan Ruth Chardoul
email her at sweetsav@comcast.net
or call her at 810-694-7153.

A SOLUTION FOR
BUSINESS OWNERS
BY WAYNE MORRISON AND DEVON GODFREY

We have a significantly large number of Business Owners and people
planning to be Business Owners among our readers so as we run into
people or programs that may make that task a bit more efficient we
take the opportunity to set the interview.
Devon Godfrey of Play Frey Technologies is an innovator on so many
levels. We ran into him at the Ferris Wheel building in downtown Flint
and after the casual – ‘what’s new’ we knew that we had something to
write about.
Devon told us:
For most business owners’, building a website boils down one of two
poisons (sometimes both):
- Waste a lot of time
- Waste a lot of money
As our digital age marches forward, businesses are more and more
pressured to get a website. They also get pressured to build big,
complex websites.
This means they are spending a lot of time on a platform such as wix
or squarespace, overbuilding and overcomplicating their websites, which
naturally does not return for the time spent.
Or they hire a local developer, but have vague goals on what they
really want, because they haven't had the chance to truly experiment
and see how a website can actually benefit their business.
Both avenues have their places, but most business owners are already
starved on time and money, so building a website is a huge risk for them.
After over 5 years of developing websites in the area for businesses,
I've encountered and come to understand the majority of their most
important business needs and most of the time they need a simple
website that takes very little time and energy to control.
Complicated and intricate websites are only of interest to the people
that create them – the customers just want their information, the business

just wants to attract customers – anything beyond that scope is wasted
time, energy and money.
That's why I developed Freydom Sites.
I've found that the people that benefit most from this are technically
challenged, and greatly benefit from being walked through setting up
their site at least once. I've modified the site so that it offers that the
prospect and I have a meeting to introduce Freydom Sites and walk
them through setting it up. https://freydomsites.com/get-started/
This platform was designed to make building a website as easy and
simple as possible. We give the market a safe place to experiment with
a small business website, without falling off the edge and it turning into
a time vacuum.
We know that we had to make the service very affordable and our
customers have been thrilled at $35 per month.
The process is simple: you sign up, build your site, and through a very
simple online form that you can even manage on your phone, you build
and manage your site.
Let’s be real for a minute – no business owner ever woke up and said
“I really want to have a website”, but every business owner wakes up
every day saying “How can I communicate with my ideal customers in
such a way so that they buy more?”
The only reason they built something was because they were told they
had to have one. That information isn’t wrong, but it just is simply incomplete.
Having an EFFECTIVE website is important and this is a really good
choice to develop your message, determine how your customers want
to be served and to make all of that happen.
A big part of the frustration that most business owners have with
websites is in not knowing who to trust, most of us are good at what we
do, but we don’t do websites. Check out Freydom Sites and you can see
testimonials and more on their home page at https://freydomsites.com/

ph 810.230.1403

Do You
Understand
the difference
between a
Will and
a Trust?

The Official Attorney for
Fenton Neighbors – Grand Blanc Living – Davison Sports
for Estate Planning & Business Law.
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WORLD CLASS

THE JIMMY JOHNS

CATERING

HOMETOWN
HERO
By Wayne Morrison

This month’s hometown Hero is a bit unorthodox because we at Grand
Blanc Living were unanimous that Matt Pudvay, owner of the Grand Blanc
Jimmy Johns restaurants so deserves the honor that he monthly bestows
on others; however, we knew that he wouldn’t want the focus to be on
him but on his team.
Sorry Matt, you are the Man!
Matt was not anyone’s choice for ‘Most likely to succeed’, he bounced
from one high school to another and displayed many of the elements that
would make one question his direction in life, but he fooled everyone,
perhaps including himself. He started at Jimmy Johns as a delivery driver
and has worked his way up to owning two franchises – that in itself makes
him a hero, but the recent pandemic has truly made his story stand out.
Here is an excerpt from a recent post from his Facebook page (emphasis
Matt’s): “This is WHY I STAY OPEN…look at the SMILES MY GOD JUST
LOOK: if I can make a NURSE FEEL GOOD I WILL. They have LONG
SHIFTS AND ARE THE MOST IMPORTANT PEOPLE. STAY SAFE
EVERYONE…(WE) HAVE ALL OF YOUR BACKS!
Small businesses like Jimmy Johns have taken a serious hit and many are
depending on the owners to fund operations until business can catch back
up. Hometown Hero is an apt title for a man who is making sure that as
many of his people as possible keep paychecks coming into their homes
regardless of a paycheck coming into his.
Thank you, Matt

JIMMYJOHNS.COM
11528 S. Saginaw St., Grand Blanc
810.953.9200

BUILDING MEMORIES IN YOUR BACKYARD

Best Quailty, Best Pricing, Best Value in the Market!
Delivery & Installation Services Available
Financing Available or Rent to Own
Wooden Playset starting at $799.00

WoodenPlayScapes@gmail.com | 11152 N Saginaw Rd, Clio 48420 | 866-665-0105
Blinds • Shutters • Shades
Drapes • Home Automation

*Applies to selected window treatments and Enlightened Style products from Budget Blinds. Restrictions m
for details. Minimum purchase required. Valid for a limited time, not valid with any other offers, discounts,
at initial time of estimate only. At participating franchises only. ©2018 Budget Blinds, LLC. All Righ
Major manufactures suchOffer
as good
Hunter
BudgetSeries
Blinds is a trademark of Budget Blinds, LLC and a Home Franchise Concepts Brand. Each franchise in
Douglas, Norman, Signature
owned and operated.

get Blinds Teal Blue

COOL GRAY 11 U

• Custom window treatments

Call us for a BLIND DATE 810-653-9100

www.budgetblinds.com
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HAKP HAPPENINGS
BY MILTON MOSHER, HAKP BOARD VP

I am writing this during the midst of our stay home stay safe time. I
know we may have to postpone several things we had planned and the lag
time for this is great. This month I want to encourage all of you to become
familiar with the Next door group for our Kings Pointe neighborhood. It is
a way we can communicate quickly with up to date information. It will not
replace this monthly newsletter but would be able to get out information
quickly. Please encourage your neighbors to check it out.
In the last Newsletter, we let you know that because of the Governor’s
stay at home order, the Annual Meeting of the Kings Pointe Homeowners
Association was adjourned to May 6, 2020, at 7 PM, to be held at the
home of John and Ruth Straw, 6580 Kings Pointe Road. As this newsletter
is being written, it’s too early to know whether the stay at home order
may be further extended past May 6, 2020. The next newsletter will let
you know the results of the Annual meeting, if held on May 6, 2020; or
the date of any further adjournment.
Thoughts from the HAKP President John Straw
Some things I’m thankful for in this time of the CoVid-19 Pandemic:
I feel we are fortunate that the pandemic didn’t hit us here until after
winter was over. It is great to see our neighbors out walking, biking and
playing in their yards and driveways with their children.

Neighbors helping neighbors – we have had neighbors checking on us
and offers to get groceries if needed. Another neighbor had her sons
bring us some beautiful homemade face masks.
Hope this article finds you all staying safe and well and that the spirit
of neighbors helping each other continues.
New flagpole at the Belsay entrance: Your Board voted unanimously
to have a flagpole installed at the Belsay entrance to Kings Pointe where
the Crab Apple tree used to be prior to the car accident in February of
2018 that destroyed it. We will fly a 4’X6’ American Flag plus we will
have a gold KP on a black 3’X5’ flag under the American Flag. As I write
this, the company that we are ordering from is shut down, but as soon as
they can, the flagpole will be installed. It will also feature an LED solar
powered light to shine on the flags at night.
By the time you read this I hope we are able to resume some of the
activities that have been put on hold and life is getting back to normal
whatever that is. Look forward to seeing what is in store for our spring
and summer.
Milton Mosher
HAKP VP

Genesee County’s 1st Choice

FOR PRIMARY MEDICAL CARE
COMPREHENSIVE MEDICAL GROUP
Official Primary Care Provider for
Fenton Neighbors and Grand Blanc Living.
Eugene Chardoul, MD
Comprehensive Medical Group
4040 South Linden Road, Flint, MI, 48507 • (810) 835-8700
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Stay Healthy
and Available
Supplies
By Tina Serra

I wanted to share a few thoughts about what we are
doing to stay healthy during these times but the reality is that this is what
we do EVERYDAY! While a lot of store shelves are empty I have access to
cleaning supplies and the products that you and your family need to boost
your immune system.
If you can’t find me at the Davison Farmer’s Market all you ever have to
do is to email me at tina@tinaserra.com; call me at 989-714-7778 and of
course, me and my team are available 24/7/365 online.
Honestly, our BEST defense always is a properly functioning HEALTHY
immune system.
GET RID OF THE TOXINS IN YOUR HOME
We can't control the environment outside of our home but we CAN
have some control over the environment inside our home. If you have not
completely ditched the toxic cleaners and personal care products in your
home — DO IT NOW!
We have a whole line of natural, 100% plant based and safe products
that are so economical. By continuing to use toxins your body is having to
work harder at keeping your immune system functioning properly — why
not use products that actually BUILD THE IMMUNE SYSTEM instead
of tearing it down?
So what have we done? I've got a full stock of Thieves products with
extras in case there are out of stocks when I need something.
First and foremost, do you know what is in the Thieves blend?
Clove Essential Oil A - Nature's richest source of eugenol B - Highest
scoring single ingredient tested for its antioxidant/ORAC capacity C Known for its immune-enhancing properties
Lemon Essential Oil A - Powerful antioxidant agent B - Contains 68%
d- limonene C - Widely used as a natural solvent and cleanser

SIMPLIFY YOUR PATH TO SUCCESS

Cinnamon Bark Essential Oil A - Rich in antioxidants B Research shows it possesses antimicrobial abilities C - Supports the
digestive system
Eucalyptus Radiata Essential Oil A - Versatile and healthpromoting B - Contains powerful eucalyptol compound C - Lab tests
show it effective against bacteria
Rosemary Essential Oil A - Shown to possess antimicrobial
properties B - Supports mental alertness C - Fights mental fatigue
You can see how these ingredients would work together to be a pretty
perfect combination for cleaning your body, mind, and your surroundings!
Thieves household cleaner is an all-purpose cleaner formulated with
100% plant- and mineral-based ingredients. It gets out tough stains
and problem areas in the home without harsh or abrasive cleaners.
• Thieves Household Cleaner has exceptional cleaning with the
power of Thieves and Lemon essential oils.
• It contains naturally derived, plant-based ingredients for a safer
way to clean and purify your home.
I have the products available to help you mount the best defense
possible for you and your family, we should talk.
Again, if you can’t find me at the Davison Farmer’s Market all
you ever have to do is to email me at tina@tinaserra.com; call me
at 989-714-7778 and of course, me and my team are available
24/7/365 online.

Market Fresh Donuts
by Porters Orchard,

is located inside
The Flint Farmers Market:
300 First St., Flint
Open All Year:
Tuesday’s & Thursday’s 9am-6pm
Saturday’s 8am-5pm
CONTACT THE PUBLISHER OF THIS MAGAZINE
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
14 Grand Blanc Living

www.portersorchard.com

Your Neighborhood Real Estate Stats
SOLD

NEW LISTINGS
Address
List Price
Sq.Ft. Beds
		

Baths

Address
List Price
Sq.Ft. Beds
			

6294 E MAPLE AVENUE

2

6174 NATURE VIEW CT.

$254,000

1,875

3

3.1

$256,000

2,069

4

3

$264,900

2,216

3

Baths

6257 OPAL LANE

$299,900

2,189

4

2.1

4331 REDDING CIRCLE

2085 BALSAM LANE

$440,000

3,179

6

3.1

6193 VALERIAN COURT

$257,000

2,283

4

2.1

10230 HALSEY ROAD

$499,000

2,730

4

2.1

6016 PLANTATION DRIVE

$268,000

2,389

3

2.1

704 WILKSHIRE COURT

$269,900

2,744

4

2.1

9297 ROBINWOOD DRIVE

$285,000

2,880

4

3.1

$292,000

2,669

4

2.1

1303 KINGS CARRIAGE RD

$399,000

3,504

6

2.2

4261 NEWARK CIRCLE

16843 KINGS FAIRWAY LN

$849,000

5,300

5

5.1

10021 COBBLERS WAY

$294,900

2,393

4

2.1

4490 PEBBLE CREEK BLVD

$309,900

2,393

3

2.1

8335 N PORT

$352,500

2,878

5

3.1

6224 OPAL LANE

$360,000

3,187

5

4.1

708 SHELL BARK COURT

$275,000

2,448

4

2.1

733 MORNINGSIDE DRIVE

$299,000

2,365

4

2.1

8182 HIDDEN COVE

$269,475

1,650

3

2.1

PENDINGS
Address

List Price

Sq.Ft. Beds

Baths

9099 MCWAIN

$260,000

1,584

3

2.2

7054 WILDFLOWER COURT

$283,820

2,393

3

2.1

2239 MAIDEN LANE

$299,999

2,100

4

3.1

8421 OLD HARBOR

$325,000

2,589

3

3

6080 GREEN BANK DRIVE

$387,400

3,215

4

3.1

1570 KINGS CARRIAGE RD

$310,000

2,478

4

2.1

Thank you to John Nemetz, Remax Grande 810-866-4655 for
providing this months real estate statistics

Best Version Media does not guarantee the accuracy of the statistical data on this
page. The data does not represent the listings of any one agent or agency but
represents the activity of the real estate community in the area. Any real estate
agent's ad appearing in the magazine is separate from the statistical data provided
which is in no way a part of their advertisement.

Official Home Sales Specialist
for Grand Blanc Living
Search: Nemetz Direct
John Nemetz ReMax Grande
11817 S Saginaw Street Grand Blanc
Direct: 810-344-3349
nemetzdirect@gmail.com

ARE YOU PAYING TOO
MUCH IN TAXES?

WE CAN HELP.

CALL US TO LEARN MORE!

800.425.7044

www.BFandT.com
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WE WELCOME
DR. JESSICA PERRY
TO THE TEAM!
The Official Expert Contributor for Infectious
Diseases and Infusion Center for Grand
Blanc Living, Fenton Neighbors, Davison
Sports & Flushing Sports Magazines.
Riad Dali-Ahmad, MD

Health Park Medical
Practice & Infusion Clinic
Tired of traveling for
your infusion?
contact us for help.
Lisa K. Wendling, DDS, MS
wendlingortho.com | 810.733.3410
1100 South Linden Road | Flint, MI
Located on the Ascension Genesys Campus
600 Health Park Blvd., Suite H | 810-606-7125

